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Walker cronies dismantle independent 
Government Accountability Board 

Decision could also impact hundreds of thousands of college students 

Madison – Republicans today launched their first attack on the independence of the Government 

Accountability Board.  

On the first day citizens began circulating recall petitions against Governor Scott Walker, a 

Republican-led legislative committee today took the first step to overrule multiple GAB 

decisions that will govern how future elections are administered, threatening forever the 

autonomy of the non-partisan agency charged with overseeing government ethics and elections. 

“Today is the day Scott Walker’s political cronies walked away from a bipartisan deal to create 

the independent GAB that I am proud to say I was a part of creating,” said State Representative 

Mark Pocan (D-Madison), who helped form the Government Accountability Board in 2007.  

Today’s GOP-led Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules ordered the independent 

GAB to formalize three decisions, including; allowing technical college ID’s to count as college 

ID’s under the photo ID for voting law, the use of stickers to update college ID addresses, and 

the electronic circulation of recall and nomination papers. Requiring the board to formalize their 

decision through the rulemaking process will give Walker and the Republicans who lead the 

legislature the ability to formally reject the rule, dictating how the GAB runs elections.  

“Republicans are trying to make it harder for students to vote and they should be ashamed of 

themselves,” said Pocan, who negotiated with Republicans in 2007 to take partisanship out of 

our election and ethics agencies. “Today, Republicans sent a strong signal that Scott Walker 

wants the fairest election he can rig.”  

The GAB was created in 2007 after several attempts by Democrats in the previous session to 

create a more independent elections and ethics board. Previous to that, the boards had to get 

approval for funding from the legislature to investigate each instance of legislative wrongdoing, 

which allowed politicians to interfere with tough and fair investigations. Today’s actions risk the 

autonomy of the GAB, according to Pocan.  
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